Frontend Engineer
Job Description
Company
LiveSchool is on a mission to build school cultures that make students jump out of bed in
the morning. We’re transforming how schools reach their goals by putting student
engagement at the heart of every interaction. If you want to turn every school into a
thriving community – you’re in the right place!

Role Overview
As a Frontend Engineer at LiveSchool, you will build tools that will be used by educators
around the world to make school more fun and fair. As a member of our cross-functional
team, you will collaborate regularly with other engineers, UX design, and Product
Management to scope, refine, deliver, and support school-changing features. In a given
sprint, you might be working on:
●

Responsive UI components for our frontend built on the Vue framework

●

A Vuex module to generate and maintain real-time, reactive data structures

●

Extending our SDK/API to communicate between the backend and frontend

●

Building tools and solutions for the classroom and workflows within our platform

●

Extending unit tests and automated integration test coverage

You will interact with engineers and product experts at LiveSchool to:
●

Quickly learn the capabilities of our entire frontend codebase

●

Collaborate to understand product goals and generate solution ideas

●

Estimate tickets and communicate tradeoffs

●

Build documentation and test plans

●

Deliver, document, and peer-review code

●

Help ship product improvements regularly

Requirements
We are looking for a US-based engineer with a minimum of five years of experience as a
frontend developer in an agile team incorporating other engineers, designers, and a
product manager. You must meet the following requirements:

●

Mastery of JavaScript, HTML, and CSS in real-time, production applications

●

Proven Vue.js, Vuex, and Node.js experience in production

●

Firebase and SDK development knowledge

●

A college degree in CS or equivalent

●

Drive, communication skills, and passion

Join Us!
Please share an intro, resume, and git links of choice with jim@liveschoolinc.com
In your intro, please briefly tell me about the kind of team environment you enjoy working
in most and why you want to join LiveSchool.

